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UESCO Cranes
Together LAMCO and UESCO provide total service & installation for

all your overhead crane needs.
Call LAMCO for a free quote on a new overhead crane

at 309-764-7400 or 800-447-1885
UESCO standard and custom engineered cranes
feature the latest technology in the overhead material
handling industry.  Single or two speed control for all
motions, two or three step infinitely variable speed
adjustable frequency control, or two, three or five
speed adjustable frequency control.  Operation from
cab, pendant pushbutton or radio remote control.
Many additional features are available on our standard
pre-engineered cranes, or custom engineered cranes
for special applications such as bucket or magnet
cranes, outdoor or harsh environments and many
other special applications.

UESCO's seventy-five plus years of experience shows best in
our cost-effective pre-engineered designs: single and double
girder in both top running and underrunning configurations; all
featuring dual-motor drive systems.  Capacities range from 1/2
thru 40 tons, with spans to 100 ft.  Custom designed cranes to
meet your specific needs are also available, providing the same
performance and service-ability evident in the pre-engineered
cranes.

The best design is only as good as the care taken in fabrication.
Strict specifications, rigidly adhered to during all phases of the
assembly process assure you of a quality, cost-effective lifting
tool.  Built of structural steel girders which meet or exceed

C.M.A.A. design specifications, UESCO cranes have a minimum
deflection of 1/600, with a built-in safety factor of 5 to 1.

UESCO maintains a fleet of service trucks and installation
crews skilled in all trades related to crane erection and servicing.
These technicians bring years of experience and factory training
to the jobsite, ensuring a safe, efficient installation with all
equipment adjusted to the manufacturer's operating specifications

Our service technicians are qualified to repair all makes of
overhead material handing equipment.  Our service department
is on call around the clock, seven days a week to handle all
emergency repairs.  We guarantee same day service for
breakdowns and the best delivery on reworks in the industry

Call LAMCO
309-764-7400 or 800-447-1885


